made the difficult decision not to immediately inform her of his passing.

special place as the dearest among the siblings to his mother, so we

residents whose families had established roots in Europe," said Ali. "The

Akash's father passed away 12 years ago, leaving him to assist his older

The desperate situation is creating an incentive for Pakistanis to take

— has drained dollar reserves,

On Sunday Pakistan officials said 10 suspected human traffickers had

'Verse punishment'

people smugglers capitalising on their dreams.

had been in regular contact with two other friends who had already

The uncle told

family.

Four of Akash's friends from the town of Khuiratta were also aboard, but

aboard the boat when it sank

fishing trawler in Libya on a journey he hoped would take him to a

Before 21-year-old Pakistani Muhammad Akash boarded a rickety

home foretold Greek tragedy

from the University of Tübingen (Germany). He has been published

through the success of its weapons exports.

What is lacking, as is so often the case, is international political will.

Palestine as a laboratory that fuels Israel's weapons exports.

In the

Monitor

priorities are clear.

Israeli weapons exports

2007.

The change, however, was compensated by an

(MOU), this percentage is currently decreasing, and the "offshore

from the "offshore procurement" clause, which allows Israel to spend

private mobile phone of

According to an

traditional weapons companies, "act as an extension of Israel's foreign

dissident

worldwide to infiltrate private mobile phones. Such varied people as a

to buy the technology in 2011. It was soon used by government agencies

Despite the effort to keep up appearances, cyber-arms firms, as well as

An annual report published by Unit 8200 in 2009 on the Israeli military-

opportunity "to monetise the occupation."

1980s.

Shah's Iran in the 1970s and the Guatemalan military junta in the early

Israel soon accumulated unsavoury buyers of its weaponry, such as the

alignment with Washington in the context of the Cold War.
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